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Modes Framework Pilot 
Frequency Asked Questions (FAQs) 
Updated 7/27/21 
 
 
1. How do I submit feedback and suggestions for enhancements? 

 
You may provide general comments anytime or complete an evaluation after completing the Modes 
Assessment. You may email comments to Scott Scrogin (SScrogin@ConnectWise.com).  

 
2. What if our company has more than one owner or principals? What about non-owners? 

 
Modes reflect mindsets, and mindsets shape how owners think and act. We recommend all business 
owners complete the Modes Assessment, then review and compare their results with the other 
owners. 
 
A future version of the Modes Assessment is planned to include non-owner members of Leadership 
or Management Teams. This will allow for comparing multiple perspectives on Modes. 

 
3. Is the Modes framework assessing the owner’s mindset or the company’s culture? 
 

Modes reflect the owner’s mindset, thinking, and actions. This is not the same as the company’s 
culture, though culture is influenced by the owner’s Mode. 
 

4. How do solution partners (vendors) fit into the Modes framework? 
 
Solution Partners experience similar Modes to TSPs, though the companies, business models, and 
challenges are different. Solution Partners can leverage an understanding of partners’ Modes in 
communications, marketing, product/pricing/packaging, and more. 

 
5. How will the Modes framework fit into each quarterly meeting? 

 
Expect the Modes framework to fit into upcoming quarterly meetings as partners assess themselves 
and learn how to benefit from Modes thinking. Then, much like with Entrepreneurial Journey, 
expect Modes to appear in meeting when useful as a tool to clarify thinking or demonstrate 
concepts. 

 
6. What are the most common challenges or obstacles raised in interpreting Modes? 

 
Several of the most common challenges and obstacles are: 
 Multiple owners with different Modes and potentially different time horizons. 
 Owners who self-report as Value Builders yet act as Balance Builders. 
 Owners who self-report as a Mode which does not align with hiring, leadership, decision making, 

and operating practices. 
 Understanding Modes as a mindset rather than a demographic or OML™. 
 Owners who have considered and can document a Destination, Journey, and Time Horizon. 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/modesinput
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ModesEvolveQ3v2
mailto:SScrogin@ConnectWise.com
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7. What happens to the data from the Evolve pilot of the Modes Assessment? 
 
Individual data from the assessment is available to you, your group and facilitator (if you share it), 
and the administrator of the assessment platform. Much like with Service Leadership benchmarking, 
aggregate membership data will be available to Evolve and ConnectWise leadership. 
 
The following statement is included on the Modes Assessment Report: “Note - This pilot Modes 
Assessment and Report is designed to be shared with Evolve group members and their facilitators. 
Aggregate responses may be used by Evolve and ConnectWise leadership to profile and improve the 
Modes framework.” 
 

8. Will Modes be used to determine the membership of Evolve Peer Groups? 
 

Not currently and not until we know more. Like with current characteristics and demographics, 
Modes could be used in discussions to help place new or existing members into groups. 
 

9. Can Modes be used to improve my partner experience with ConnectWise? 
 
We believe so, though it will take some time. We believe if partners complete their Modes self-
assessment and share relevant elements with ConnectWise colleagues the overall relationship can 
be more aligned and better. Similarly, colleagues must commit to learning and applying Modes 
thinking with partners. 
 
For example, an Account Manager who knows your Mode, destination, time horizon, service 
delivery model, and OML™ can shape conversations to better match your journey. More broadly, 
understanding a partner’s Mode can help ConnectWise’s Marketing team communicate with you 
differently and more effectively. 
 

10. What’s next for Modes? 
 
In short, the pursuit of continuous improvement and success stories. We believe the Modes 
framework should be enhanced and delivered to partners, ConnectWise colleagues, and SMBs. 
 
The Modes framework does more than answer, “what is your Mode?” Modes can bring like-minded 
partners together, provide a framework for content for learning and development, and clarify the 
journey partners take to achieve success. Additionally, Modes offers a common language and way of 
thinking for colleagues to engage more effectively. Longer term, we believe partners can benefit 
from Modes thinking in how they market, sell, implement, and manage their technology solutions 
for SMBs with the support of ConnectWise. 
 

11. What’s next for me? 
 
As outlined in the Modes Assessment, there are two main options to start: 
1. Self-Led Journey. Use these resources in a self-service approach to your journey as a business 

and within the ConnectWise ecosystem. 
2. Facilitated Journey. Let us help teach what we've learned working with partners, match you up 

with the right tools and provide strong decision support. 
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The next step is to decide to start. When you proceed there are three simple options to take: 
1. Understand your Assessment Report. 
2. Discuss the results with your partners, teams, and peers. 
3. Plan IT Nation activities for you and your team through 2022.  

1. Conferences (ITN Connect, Explore, Secure) 
2. Community Groups (Share and Meetups) 
3. Evolve Peer Groups (Service Executives, M&A, CFO, and more) 
4. Leadership Development (GiANT, University, other resources) 

4. Consider sharing parts of your Assessment with ConnectWise colleagues to improve understand 
and guidance related to your Mode. 

 


